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I)What is the greenhouse effect and what is the problem 
caused by the greenhouse effect? 

 
The greenhouse effect is the main cause of global warming. The Earth’s global 

average temperature has increased by half a °C in the last century. The 
reason is greenhouse gases. They act like a glass in a greenhouse, they hold 

the heat, that is the reason why our planet becomes hotter each year. If the 
planet continues getting hotter and hotter, it will provoke the icecap meltdown 

and some countries will be flooded by the sea. 
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The greenhouse gases are mainly water vapor (H2O),carbone dioxyde 
(CO2),methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). 

 
 

 
 

II)What is the ozone layer? 
The ozone layer is an other problem of the planet.In fact,the ozone layer 
protects us from UV rays,but not the whole world.In the world,there are 

contries where the ozone layer caused many problems.For example,the Chilians 
are burnt by the UV rays _ like hot-dogs _ because there is a hole above this 

contries. 
One of the solutions the scientist have found is to give a code of colours to 

warn the Chilians. 
 



 
THE CHILIANS LIKE « HOT-DOG » 

 
The code of colours is: 
-green: no danger 
-yellow: warming white skin can’t stay in the sunlight more than 20 minutes 
without protection. 
- somon:look out,it’s necessary to protect your head,her body,his arms and 
legs,to wear protect glasses. 
-red:danger,stay at home,and to try not go out. 

 
 



 
 

Skin la peau 
To try  essayer 
To wear  porter 
Look out alerte 

Mainly principalement 
Swallow engloutir  
To tan==> bronzer 

Scorcher==> journée torride 
Trap==> piège 

 
SAMY : “ I think the hole in the ozone layer is a very big problem because if 
there is no more ozone layer, we won’t be able to go out or to tan, people will 
have to underground and won’t have a life as beautiful as they have today.” 
 
ZALIHATA:"I think people should to drive less cars, buses, tubes and other 
means of transport for to reduce toxic substances which do holes in the ozone 
layer. 
For the greenhouse effect there aren't many solutions because the greenhouse 
effect is a natural problem." 
 
 
BRICE:" I think that the electric car can be a solution for the health of the 
environment.In fact, the greenhouse effect is caused by different gases like 
carbon monoxide and nitrous oxide. Moreover, certain associations could help 
us to find a solution to protect the Earth from the greenhouse effect and 
global warming" 


